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Abstract: - The reliability level for a nuclear installation is given in generally by the technological process quality of operation and maintenance and in particular by a lot of technical, technological, economic and human factors. The maintenance role is fundamental for a nuclear installation. In the maintenance activity as in any dynamic area, appear continuously new elements which, sometimes, require new methods of approach, thus for considered installation that is a Nuclear Detritiation Plant (NDP) existent as part of National Research and Development Institute for Cryogenics and Isotopic Technologies – ICSI, Rm.Valcea, for assurance the reliability level in operation is proposed for predictive maintenance the theory fuzzy, entropy theory and software LabVIEW. The final aim is to achieve the best practices for maintenance of Plant that process tritium.
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1 Introduction
A Nuclear Complex System (NCS) suppose best practices for taken decision in many operational problems. For the activity of operative maintenance is proposed the entropy method for historical data of operational maintenance and for predictive maintenance is quantified the reliability prediction with fuzzy logic method. The reliability in operation of the equipments from NCS is in pressing connection with the maintenance achieved those which has to improve the reliability through methods and advanced techniques. For the complex equipments from NCS, the reliability is studied also in pressing connection with maintenance, which is defined as the ensemble of all actions that are associated, effectuated in the aim maintain or a reestablishment of industrial product up to achieve specified function. The maintainability is the aptitude of an industrial product, in given utilization conditions, to be maintained and re-established up to achieve specified function, then maintenance is effectuated in given condition, with proceedings and specified remedies. At the general mode the reliability on some interval is a conditioned probability by good operation at the beginning of the interval, representing thus the probability as the element which operated at \( t = t_0 \) to operate in the interval \((t_0; t_1)\), too. The failure is the fundamental event in the reliability theory. Through breakdown (failure) is understood the stop process of the function imposed of a product, the failure representing the effect of the process. The operation of a product on a certain duration can be a “success” or a “failure”.

Through present paper is followed the realization of a quantify method of the reliability NCS through monitoring of vibrations and choose the best activity of operative maintenance in given conditions from determined alternate like in figure 1 of complex equipments applying the fuzzy theory. The fuzzy technique for modelling is a model informational, used in special for the systems for which structured identification is difficult or impossible. The fuzzy systems are based on rules, obtained through the experimental behaviour observation of real system, applied of a linguistic variable.

2 Problem Formulation
It is considered as the technology of process in installation NCS is normal therefore unchanged. The fuzzy system conceived as model is foreseen with a linguistic input variable: likelihood of failure based on vibration monitoring (P) and a value of exit: reliability level as the maintenance for reliability (CD). It is considered that is not intermediate variables. The fuzzy logic principles have been adopted in many different fields. In this paper and in addition (Ref. 1) is applied the fuzzy logic for maintenance domain.
respective for taken decision in operative maintenance that process in a nuclear plant.

This paper represents another aspect for implementation fuzzy logic in prediction of reliability level for a nuclear plant.

For the reliability level assessment will be analyzed three input data:
- Operational problem which is the entropy for alternate activities in operative maintenance (Figure 5);
- Probability (P) - probability of failure;
- Consequence of severity (CD) – critic aspect.

The studies achieved in world plan, demonstrated that the preoccupations for elimination of the unavailability entrain incomparably smaller expenses than damages produced by function in conditions by deficit of the technical complex system like is for example an industrial installation by type process. The cause that sustain the mentioned aspects is that exist a lack of the “guarantees” scientific substantiated and quantified, of the equipments suppliers, of the designing and assembly organizations, of the organizations for training design, exploitation and maintenance personnel towards technical and technological operational effects quantified to beneficiary.

In this context present a real interest the conception demarche for unavailability elimination to the administration beneficiary of services with technical system considered. So, the compulsions which beneficiary is supposed, as example by nuclear regulation and authorization for the operation TCS nuclear considered, respectively compulsions of terms and costs from final customer, beneficiary of services will be well supported.

Starting from the general model in Figure 2, for generating and accumulating knowledge [12], it will be helpful in understanding design for nuclear maintenance of the complex systems and of the research afferent processes: The knowledge for design is generated and accumulated through action.

The process is shown that a cycle in which knowledge is used to create design works and works are evaluated to build knowledge. The channels in the diagram of the general model are the systems of conventions and rules under which the life cycle operates.
It is analyzed for knowledge process (Figure 2), the reasoning that occurs in the course of general design cycle illustrated in Figure 3. This diagram can be interpreted as an elaboration of the Knowledge Using Process arrow in Figure 3. In following the flow of creative effort through this diagram the types of new knowledge that arise from design activities and the reason that this knowledge is most readily found during a design effort will become apparent. Depending on the role and complex technical system destination (by type nuclear process), respective the task curve covering of the nuclear system, the availability and unavailability indicators are defined on basis of time, power and energy statistics. At conception phase the TCS designer, pre-determine (prognosis) the availability indicators of the designed objective, planning the medium process production annual (e.g. Energy, Heavy Water Detritiation, etc.). The availability indicators prognosis suppose like in Figure 4:

- The reliability indicators knowledge of the component elements from statistic of similar elements function, from processing of resulted data, from the tests accomplished by supplier or from special studies achievement in this scope;

- The context knowledge in which has been determined the reliability and availability indicators of the components elements and of the conditions in which will evolve the new objective.

Usually the obligations of equipments suppliers are stipulated in technical conditions or sale/buying papers through general foresights, un-quantified and insufficient of precise formulated. In present is determined that more firms in world organize their reliability and availability services and they are in position to offer guarantees. The statistic studies accomplished and the numerous case analyses has emphasized the objective necessity as supplier to offers guarantees concerning: the reliability indicators, the availability indicators, life cycle of the equipment with indication of lapping, maturity and ageing periods (life curve of the equipment) and to transmit to beneficiary the concrete instructions concerning the maintenance conditions and professional structure of the maintenance equipments, the spare parts stock, etc.

3.1 The reliability indicators knowledge of the components elements

The availability, respective the unavailability of a TCS defines the capacity/ incapacity of the system to accomplish a given function at a given moment or in certain time interval, if respect the following conditions:
The availability $D(t)$ and the unavailability $U(t)$ have significations of probabilities; The sum of the availability and unavailability at a given moment or for a time interval is:

$$P(D) + P(U) = 1$$

(1)

The availability of a system with $n$ elements connected in series:

$$D = \prod_{i=1}^{n} D_i$$

(2)

The availability of a system with $n$ elements connected in parallel:

$$D = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} U_i$$

(3)

The instantaneous values and medium values of the availability and unavailability for the systems in function are determined on basis of time, power and energy statistics;

The availability value is determined by component elements reliability, by technical level of the maintenance actions and by the personal training degree;

The maintainability ($M$) is the probability as an element or a system to be restored in function in a certain time interval and the actions that assure the achievement of the maintainability indicator are named maintenance actions:

$$M = 1 - e^{-\mu t} \quad t < t_0; \quad \mu = \frac{1}{M[T_0]}[h^{-1}, s^{-1}]$$

(4)

The maintainability constitutes the totality of the scheduled and unscheduled actions of testing, maintenance and repair with a view to obtaining of safety given level, of a wanted level of availability and security;

For as in ensemble the operative maintenance activity to be efficient, the next factors have to be taken in consideration still from the first phases of the designing and progressive improved according as the project advance: the criteria concerning repairs; the analyses and the maintainability predictions; the factors specific to the project that affect the maintainability; the human factors that affect the maintainability;

The availability and unavailability indicators at TCS in function are determined on time basis as:

$$T_c = T_f + T_{ment.prev} + T_d$$

(5)

The calendar time ($T_c$), at the level of a year is decomposed in function period ($T_f$), preventive maintenance periods ($T_{ment.prev}$) and failure periods ($T_d$) or corrective maintenance.

In these conditions the indicators $A$ and $U$ will have the expressions:

$$D = \frac{T_f}{T_f + T_{ment.prev} + T_d} \cdot 100\%$$

(6)

$$U = \frac{T_d + T_{ment.prev}}{T_f + T_{ment.prev} + T_d} \cdot 100\%$$

(7)

In this context a real interest presents the comparison of the availability indicators prognosis in the project phase with the operational availability indicators determined on basis of exploitation data. The maintainability were neglected long time in the process of applicative product research, which led at higher prices for settlement, putting into operation, maintenance and repair of the products in the guarantee period and after guarantee period.

The maintainability analysis is based on requirements identification concerning the operative maintenance and on the technologies and methodologies choice that assure the satisfaction of these requirements. In such of analysis are contained the following activities:

- The description of the maintenance activities tasks (for example the preventive maintenance);
- The choice of the repairs criteria;
- The establishment of the components, subsystems and systems repairs duration;
- The elaboration of localization methods of the failures;
- The requirements specification concerning the attempt equipments and the devices for repairs;
- The conditions establishment that have to achieve the technical books and spare parts;
- The specification of the number and of the personal categories necessary for maintenance and also of its training necessities.
- The reliability indicators are characteristic measures that permit the quantitative appreciation of the devices reliability level.

The reliability function represents the probability as at the considered moment $t$, a device found in given utilization conditions to achieve the specific functions and the probability as the moment $T$ at which is produced the failure has to be bigger than the current moment, $t$.

$$R(t) = \frac{N(t)}{N_0}$$

(8)

For $t=0$, $R(0) = 1$

For $t \to \infty$, $R(\infty) = 0/N_0 = 0$

Where: $N(t)$ is the devices number found in good stage of function at the $t$ moment;

$N_0$ – the devices number from who were made initially the sample subdued to observation.

The reliability function permits:
The appreciation of the trust level in the utilization of a device at a certain moment \( t \) from his life;

The comparison of the reliability level of a devices achieved by different producers;

The comparison of the utilization conditions of some devices achieved by the same producer, but found at the different users.

In general reliability is:

\[
R(t) = e^{-\lambda t}
\]

If \( z(t) = \text{const.} = \lambda \), \( R(t) = e^{-\lambda t} \)

The probability as a device that was found in good stage of function at \( t_1 \) moment to be in the same stage also at the moment \( t_2 > t_1 \):

\[
R(t_2|t_1) = e^{-(t_2-t_1)\lambda} = \frac{R(t_2)}{R(t_1)}
\]

3.2 The utilization of the most adequate probabilistic model

For the emphasizing of this stage is had in sight for nuclear TCS the preliminary approaching of the informational entropy method combined with economical method of evaluation of the operational maintenance in the context of operation in safety. The optimum management of TCS needs the circulation of a big volume of information of which collecting, processing and storage oblige us to the organization of a hierarchic informational system structured and superfused to the basis system.

The nuclear TCS in its ensemble and the component subsystems evolve through normal stages and failures stages for each from these stages, could so be affected the afferent probabilities of success and unsuccessful.

In this meaning will consider that \( M_s \) represents the set of components subsystems of a TCS where:

\[
i=1,2,3,...,n \text{ and } M_s = \{S_1, S_2,...,S_n\}
\]

If we note \( M_{sk} \) the subsystems set of which failure of any from the set subsystems \( M_{si} \), the failure of some from the set subsystems \( M_{STC} \) has as consequence non-function of some subsystems belonging to the \( M_s \) set. From here we deduce that the well function of the whole system TCS depend finally by well function of the components subsystems of the \( M_{sk} \) set, meaning that any from systems belonging to \( M_{sk} \) set imposes the function regime to the whole system TCS.

\[
M_{sk} = \{S_1, S_2,...,S_n\}
\]

\[
M_{si} = \{S_{n+1}, S_{n+2},...,S_{n+p}\}
\]

\[
M_{STC} = \{S_{n+1}, S_{n+2},...,S_{n+p}\}
\]

Let’s be \( E(S_i), E(S_2),..., E(S_n) \), the events to not function any from the set subsystems \( M_{STC} \) and \( E(S) \) the events non-functional TCS. In these conditions results:

\[
E(S') = E(S_1)U E(S_2)U ...U E(S_n).
\]

respective the event of well function of the system will be:

\[
C_E(S') = C_E(S_1) \cap C_E(S_2) \cap ... \cap C_E(S_n)
\]

If \( q(S_k) \), means the probability to failure any from the subsystems belonging to the \( M(S_k) \), in hypothesis that the failure of each from the \( S_k \) subsystems is independent, meaning that the \( E(S_k) \) events are independent results that the probability of well function of the energy system will be:

\[
q(C_E(S_1) \cap C_E(S_2) \cap ... \cap C_E(S_n)) = \prod_{k=1}^{n} q C_E(S_k)
\]

The entropy expression of the energetic system stage that it was associated the events field with the probabilities of appearance \( p_i \) will be:

\[
H = - \sum p_i \log p[E(S_k)]
\]

For a complete field of events with the probabilities \( p_i \), respective

\[
\sum p_i = 1, \quad H = -p \log p
\]

The matrix of events and of the probabilities associated has the form:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
E_1 & E_2 & E_3 & \ldots & E_n \\
p_1 & p_2 & p_3 & \ldots & p
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i = 1
\]

If we consider that the system evolves in two stages: one of function with the probability \( p \) and another of failure with the probability \( q \), the system entropy expression will be:

\[
H = -(p \log p + q \log q) = -[p \log p + (1-p) \log(1-p)]
\]

In the TCS case we are interested to determine the entropy evolution to the probability variation of success or of damage under form:

\[
H = f[p(E)]
\]

The matrix of events field \( E(S_k) \) will be by form presented previous and if we take as basis only the function stages \( (F) \) and damage \( (D) \) with the
probabilities associated \( p \) and \( q \), respective \( 1-q \) and \( q \), where \( p \) is the probability of function and \( q \) is the probability of failure:

\[
M = \begin{pmatrix} F & D \\ p & 1-p \end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
H = -[(1-q) \log(1-q) + q \log q]
\]

(23)

(24)

Where \( q \in [0,1] \)

To find the maximum point of entropy will derive in report \( q \), respective:

\[
\frac{dH}{dp} = 0
\]

(25)

and will find that

\[
H = \log 2
\]

(26)

and for \( q=0,5 \) results \( H_{\text{max}}=1 \), who represents the point of total uncertainty, so by maximum entropic activity, respective the highest point of disorganization of the system.

From the function graphic \( H=H(q) \) is observed that for \( q>0,5 \) the entropy increase, but this area don’t represent interest from the point of view of the system exploitation: the signification of the entropy increasing \( q \in [0,5:1] \) will be that the system is approached more and more sure by a stage on non-function, so we have a certainty more and more bigger concerning the system disorganization.

It is constituted that the increasing of the entropic level is obtained through the increasing of events appearance probability \( E(S_k) \), meaning of failure appearance of any from the sub set subsystems \( M_k \).

Consequently the entropy law application to the designing and the exploitation of the nuclear complex technical systems can be changed in a choice criterion of the variants, having priority the variants with a lower level of entropy.

Of course that this represent only a criterion that will must in practice associated to other criteria and finally to the total expenses actualized method who synthesize the influence factors totality, but must have in sight that this criterion put in evidence the tendencies of input in abnormal stages, that obligation us to give it an major importance. The importance of the “minimum entropy production” criterion appears also from the point of view practice as a result of influence that have it the maintenance activities, the training level of the exploitation personal, etc.

The TCS systems are characterized in normal way through a information flux cvasiconstant composed from two components:

Continuous information, delivered by meters;

Discontinuous information delivered by the failure stages from system with a distribution somehow equable during the year.

Consequently in the cvasinormal regimes of the system that represent in fact the normal situation, the entropy \( H=0 \). The extended failures of system or the failures generalized at level of nuclear installation modules are characterized through a specific informational level very high (million of bits/h).

In such situations the entropy tend to \( H_{\text{max}} \) and this level must interpreted as a moment of maximum confound, moment in which appear the logical engineering decisions of failure extension liquidation, of reputeing into operation of a new nuclear modules, etc. In the concrete case of the nuclear systems, even in the situation of a extended failures of systems \( q<0,5 \) and \( H=H_{\text{max}} \).

The proposed fuzzy logic for reliability level prediction of technical system assessment consists in: achievement entropy for considered attribute of operative maintenance condition from historic data (Figure 2), the realization modeling and simulation for the considered attributes \( A_1, A_2, ... A_5 \) for equipments \( E_1, E_2, ... E_8 \) and in the second step realization the fuzzy rule base, fuzzy inference engine, fuzzification and defuzzification like in Figure 9.

It is notes with \( A_1 \) the methods for operative maintenance: Preventive Maintenance (MPv), Corrective Maintenance (MC) and Predictive Maintenance (MPd); with \( A_2 \) historic reliability; with \( A_3 \) the time for operative maintenance; \( A_4 \) the store pare parts and with \( A_5 \) the criticity for the equipment \( E_i \), with \( i = 1 \ldots 8 \).

The entropy expression of the nuclear system stage that it was associated the events field with the probabilities of appearance \( p_i \) will be:

\[
H = -\sum p_i [H(S_k) \log p_i (E(S_k)]
\]

For a complete field of events with the probabilities \( p_i \), respective \( \sum p_i = 1 \),

\[
H = -p_i \log p_i
\]
The matrix of events and of the probabilities associated has the form:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
E_1 & E_2 & E_3 & \ldots & E_n \\
p_1 & p_2 & p_3 & \ldots & p_n
\end{pmatrix}, \quad \text{with} \quad \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i = 1
\]

If we consider that the system evolves in two stages: one of function with the probability \( p \) and another of failure with the probability \( q \), the system entropy expression will be:

\[
H = -(p \log p + q \log q) = -[p \log p + (1 - p) \log(1 - p)]
\]

In the NCS case we are interested to determine the entropy evolution to the probability variation of success or of critic damage under form \( H = f(p(E)) \).

The matrix of events field \( E(S_k) \) will be by form presented previous and if we take as basis only the function stages (F) and damage (D) with the probabilities associated \( p \) and \( q \), respective \( 1 - q \) and \( q \), where \( p \) is the probability of function and \( q \) is the probability of failure:

\[
M = \begin{pmatrix}
F & D \\
p & 1 - p
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
H = -[(1 - q) \log(1 - q) + q \log q], \quad \text{where} \quad q \in [0,1]
\]

To find the maximum point of entropy will derive in

\[
\frac{dH}{dp} = 0
\]

report \( q \), respective \( \frac{dH}{dp} \) and will find that \( H = \log 2 \) and for \( q = 0.5 \) results \( H_{\text{max}} = 1 \), who represents the point of total uncertainty, so by maximum entropic activity, respective the highest point of disorganization of the system.

From the function graphic \( H = H(q) \) is observed that for \( q > 0.5 \) the entropy increase, but this area don’t represent interest from the point of view of the system exploitation: the signification of the entropy increasing \( q \in [0.5,1] \) will be that the system is approached more and more sure by a stage on non-function, so we have a certainty more and more bigger concerning the system disorganization.

It is constituted that the increasing of the entropic level is obtained through the increasing of events appearance probability \( E(S_k) \), meaning of failure appearance of any from the sub set subsystems \( M_k \) which mean \( A_i \) for historic operational maintenance data.

For the emphasizing of this stage is had in sight for NCS the preliminary approaching of the decision trees, respective of the informational entropy method combined with economical method of evaluation of the operational maintenance in the context of operation in safety. The optimum management of NCS needs the circulation of a big volume of information of which gathering, processing and storage oblige us to the organization of a hierarchic informational system structured and superposed to the basis system.

It is started from the existent data at tree and is computed the medium entropy of the complete data set for each from 4 attributes.

It is computed the entropy for \( A_1 \) attribute (the Operative Maintenance Method) like in figure 6. In the same way are computed the entropy for attribute \( A_2 \), \( A_3 \) and entropy for attribute \( A_4 \).

In the end step of first stage is determined the minimal entropy, respective the distribution for the first variable inclusive in fuzzy method (consequence of severity), which variable pertain \( (0,\ldots,1) \).

![Fig. 6. Simulation for A1 entropy](image)

![Fig. 7. The minimum entropy determined through simulation](image)
(linguistic) variables, i.e. Probability (P) and consequence of severity (CD).

The magnitudes of the linguistic variable of the input and output are described in term of words (linguistic values) such as good (G), allowable (A), just tolerable (JT) and not permissible (NP) or uncritical (NC), low critic (PC), critic (C), high critic (FC) and very low (VLo), low (Lo), medium (M), respective high (H).

A complete fuzzy rule is written as follow:

“IF (P) is good and (CD) is low critic (PC) THEN SL is low”.

Since all rules are initial in crisp form for fuzzy rule base are necessary linguistic values, thus must be a process to convert from quantitative (crisp) values of input data sets to linguistic fuzzy values. This process is called fuzzyfication.

After fuzzyfication process it is necessary to specify the universe of discourse and membership functions.

Membership function decides the characteristic of a fuzzy set and represented with special shapes, height and lines styles (Figure 5).

The input parameter will have to quantify the internal problems and the existent failures for maintainable considered technical objective.

Each from input parameters is quantified in 4 terms of P and CD between 0 and 8 which will be noted with \( P_T \) and \( CD_T \) and the output of the safety degree (or risk) will be noted with \( SL_T \).

The membership function will be noted corresponding to the used parameters with \( \mu_P(t) \), \( \mu_{CD}(t) \) and respective \( \mu_{SL}(t) \).

Based on a universe of discourse and membership functions, the fuzzy sets can be built like in Figure 8.

3.1. The quantification of the input data set for safety

The probability value is directly reported to the number of recordings about the problems appeared in operation registered and monitoring through vibrations analysis for
30 days from the moment in condition exchange by function when the amplitude of vibration for the equipment considered begin to increase. So:

\[ P_T = \frac{\text{quantity of reported defaults}}{30} \times 10 \] (28)

On the other side the consequences because the severity of the failure belonging the operational considered problem depend by \( P_T \) value.

\[ CD_T = \frac{\text{estimation of the consequences degree} + P_T}{2} \] (29)

In this case the values for membership function i.e. for input \( P \) will be \( \mu(1,66) \) like in Fig. 8.

3.2. Fuzzy rule base

After the quantification of the input data the linguistic values can be determined by membership functions. Using the membership functions which have been created and base of fuzzy rules the possible output of the safety level (risk) (SL) can be found in fuzzy rules base (Fig. 6). For different pairs of input data will be found different outputs for safety levels from same base of rules.

It will be applied the operator AND which will select minimum of these two values as consequence. The applying of the fuzzy operator give results like those shown in Figure 10 for each rule involved in the evaluation process.

The implications methods are implemented for each rule. The membership value given by fuzzy operator AND (\( \mu_R \) in previous stage become membership value for the output of the consequences level of the failures (SLT)). The outputs of the rules are combined in only one fuzzy set.

In this stage all four rules are combined in only one membership set for SLT.

It is used the maximum method. The maximum of the value for the rule 1, 3 and 4 is the value 0,7 and for rule 2 is 0,33.

Through defuzzyfication for the set of values 0,7 and 0,33 is obtained an only value (output) for SLT.

It is used the method of weight centre in the defuzzyfication process where the mathematical formula is:

\[ D_x = \sum x_i w_i \] (30)

\( D_x \) the defuzzyfication centre of the singular value (crisp) of output which represents SLT in this case;

\( X_i \); the value of the weight centre of the linguistic value (i);

\( W_i \); the membership value of the fuzzy values set (i).

At completion the defuzzyfication process it is found an equilibrium point. One way to do this using software LabVIEW is with “Center of Gravity method” (Dx).

Using the determined result in aggregation step and equation (30) the final value (crisp) can be obtained as in Figure 11.

The defuzzyfication result is given by 3,64 which means that SLT is estimated as 3,64 and is in the area between Low and Medium.

It results that the safety during the operational problem considered (vibration) is between (Low critic and Critic).

4 Conclusion

The analysis accomplished over the availability, reliability and maintenance on basis of proper experience and of the information collected from some countries developed showed that the obtaining of some superior indicators can be assured only through an approach on basis of science and technology methods of an ensemble of technical-organizational measures.

The reliability and availability has to become a component of the human behavior, a fundamental component of the modern man conception who carry on their existence in a medium more technique.
Having in sight the characteristic and the specification of nuclear TCS is imposed the elaboration of proper conceptions on the quality programs system. The quality programs represents an ensemble of indicators, principles, procedures that settle on a quantified basis and strictly legislated the relationship between designers, suppliers, beneficiaries leading to the followed purposed by maintenance integrated on the life cycle of TCS scientific substantiated. Using the reliability prediction the decision for maintenance can give an very good answer for the maintenance preventive measures. As result of the prediction can be considered a evaluation method of the measures which will be taken during life cycle of the considered installation. Using presented method, respective with a LabVIEW software support and a adequate hardware is realized in final the reliability of the considered plant assuring in fact a dynamical quality in keeping with of the evolution of the monitoring variable for diagnosis through vibrations corresponding behavior of the equipment considered.

Fig. 11. Center of Gravity (crisp value)
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